
Ceiling Sail AVANT

Acoustic Efficiency  in great
dimensions

Ceiling sails are acoustic design elements with a modern look. Their sub construction seems invisible so the
panels appear to be floating freely in the air. AVANT is a particular ceiling type made of a white sound
absorber with perfect features in terms of acoustic, room atmosphere and fire protection. The absorber is
framed by anodised aluminium. The ceiling sail is available in extended sizes up to 3*2m. This way the
acoustic absorbers can be adapted to any room dimension and add up harmoniously into the architectural
room-concept.
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Product advances

Design: The brushed aluminium frame combined with the white absorber results in a modern
design with clear structures.

Dimension: The absorbers are available in extended sizes up to 3*2m. This way there are various
design possibilities with extended sound absorbers on the ceiling. 

Efficiency: Absorber class A according to ÖNORM EN ISO 11654, w = 0,95.

Security: The absorber material is hardly inflammable and humidity-resistant. 

Room atmosphere-
health:

The absorber material  has the Ökotex certificate class 1 and is  skin- and airways-
friendly.  Free  from natural  and  artificial  synthetic  mineral  fibres,  formaldehyde  or
chemical binders.

Sturdiness: The surface of the absorber is durable.

Sustainability: The absorber material is 100% recyclable.

Product features

Frame: Anodised and brushed aluminium, thickness 35mm. Visible edge: 7mm.

Absorber: dBtec® PE, Polyester fleece two passes; thickness 25mm; Colour visible side: white, colour
backside: anthracite, optional: visible side in various RAL colours.

Sizes: Standard sizes: 3*2m, 2*2m, 2*1,45m, 3*1m, 2*1m.  Various special sizes up to width:
2m and length: 3m available.

Suspension: Standard suspension with four steel cables (500mm long, 1mm diameter), and canopy
with chrome look. Longer cables on request. No-tool height-adjustable comfort suspension
on request.

Fire Class: Hardly inflammable B-s1-d0 according to ISO EN 13501.

Weight: About 2,8 kg/m2 including frame and absorber.

Installation Usage

Suspension with steel cables, diameter 1mm, and 
canopies with chrome look from the ceiling. 
Suspension depth: 8-100cm.

• office rooms, foyers, conference rooms
• event locations, music rooms, schools
• shopping centres
• indoor pools, wellness areas
• gastronomy
• living space, apartments
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AVANT-plus: additional absorber layers  to increase depth-absorption 

Additional  absorber
layers:

Depends  on  chosen  sound  absorber  and  fire  class:  dBtec®  PE,  Polyester  fleece
thickness 9mm, or dBtec® standard, Melamine resin foam thickness 50-70mm.

AVANT-A2: Fire class A2 according to EN13501-1

Absorber material: dBtec® resistant, glass wool, white layer.

Standard sizes: 2500*1250mm and 1870*1250mm.

AVANT-LED: installation kit with LED luminaires

Light colour:: 3000K (warm-white) or 4000K (neutral-white).

Frame: Square format, material: founding, lacquered white

Power consumption: efficiency class A++

More: CRI > 80, radiation angle: 110°.

 

Type of luminaries Dimensions 
[mm]

Power input 
[W]

Light strength [Lumen] 
warm white (3000K)

Light strength [Lumen]
neutral-white (4000K)

LED 85 85*85 2,7 300 360

LED 120 120*120 5,5 600 660

LED 170 170*170 10,95 1200 1350

LED 225 225*225 16,47 1700 2000
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Ceiling Sail AVANT, Sound absorption facter s measure in echo chamber according to EN ISO 354:

AVANT, 2000*1480mm, equivalent sound absorption surface according to EN ISO 354:

Frequency [Hz ]: 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Aobj [m2], cavity depth 10cm: 0,51 1,92 3,54 3,56 3,48 3,21

Aobj [m2], ], cavity depth 30cm: 0,86 2,41 2,9 3,32 3,82 3,64

Any information is based on the current state of research and experiences. The content of this folder is not binding and
does not provide any guarantee of specific feature. This also applies to any proprietary rights of third parties. Technical
changes reserved
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